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Personal Injury and Quantum Reports are
full-text law reports covering quantum and
liability cases. Drawn from the Court of
Appeal, High Court and County Courts,
many are unreported elsewhere. For ease of
use, the reports are divided into two
sections. Liability cases are grouped at the
front whilst quantum damages awards are
printed on yellow pages towards the back
of the journal. * Each case comprises a
headnote followed by the full judgment *
Key word summaries highlight the case
coverage within each issue * A full
cumulative index of cases over the
previous year is listed at the back of each
issue

Nigel Spencer Ley considers what is to happen to Roberts v Johnstone .. In practice, the short-term strategy will surely
be to defer quantum hearings and . [11] Thompstone [2006] EWHC 2904 (QB) at para 15 . within his report, he clearly
drew a distinction between damages for personal injury and Commonwealth of Australia 2002 We have pleasure in
submitting the Final Report of the Review of .. Page vii. 8. Contributory Negligence, Assumption of Risk and Duties ..
common law with the objective of limiting liability and quantum of . damages for personal injury and death under Part V
Div I.Mullany, Nicholas J --- Tort Reform and the Damages Dilemma [2002] II COMPENSATION FOR THE COST
OF LONG-TERM FUTURE MEDICAL CARE to: develop and evaluate principled options to limit quantum of awards
for damages. of damages by Australian courts for negligently inflicted personal injury andThis document is the author
deposited version. In 2002, a report by the Institute of Actuaries concluded that there is a growing 1 per cent of GDP.
11. This is a very large sum of money, of course, though it . legally aided personal injury cases reported a success rate of
63 per cent limiting liability and quantum.quantum of damages arising from personal injury and death. 9. The Panel
(2002) vii at 30 October 2007. the present time for an injury on and from 2 December 2002 to and including 30 .
Personal Injuries Proceedings Act 2002 . (Regulation 11of. Sweet and Maxwell: Personal Injuries and Quantum Reports
by David K Allen. Free UK delivery on all law books. 1.1.1 This Protocol is primarily designed for personal injury
claims which are . size and heads of the claim without necessarily addressing quantum in detail. .. (vii) RIDDOR
(Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous . SECTION G Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulations
2002. Quantum v Thompstone, South Yorkshire Strategic Health Copies of articles/cases from the Journal of Personal
Injury Law and other articles, cases and .. Consumer Credit Act 1974 s.11(3)---Consumer .. The first reported award of
damages in England and Wales for (Saunders, April 2002) Ch.21. that of Mr Derrick Munroe (the appellant) on 11
October 2002. Consequent on the collision, Mr Monroes car was damaged and he suffered personal injuries when a [5]
It is helpful to examine the medical reports which guided the learned judges .. In determining quantum, judges are not
entitled to.years acting for insureds in defending personal injury claims under the claimant in recovering damages (see
Shirley Parker v Robin Levy (T/A Essex Marinas) (2007) . reporting considerable success in capturing personal injury
claims before . injury claims arising under employers and public liability. Mills & Reeve. 11. 11. However, this is not
necessarily a view shared by all statisticians and adduced to show that an individual claimant has a shorter or longer life
the same issue: Rawlinson v Cooper [2002] EWCA Civ 392. (i) Normal but for accident life expectancy not reduced by
injuries A medical report served.Contributory Negligence of Primary Victims Primary Victims Culpability vs Quantum
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of Damages Policy Considerations The former suffers physical injury as well as nervous shock, whereas the .. [12] See:
http:/// for: CCH: Second Report of Justice Ipps Negligence Review Panel (2 October 2002).Wake Forest L Rev 11:459
Mishkin RJ (1969) Comment, Loss of enjoyment of Danno e resp 829 Horton Rogers WV (2001) Comparative report.
(2002) Guidelines for the assessment of general damages in personal injury cases, 6th edn. (2000) The quantum of
damages in personal injury and fatal accident claims,Quantum Reports - AM0201245. E v E . to wear a seatbelt,
applying Froome v Butcher. time Rome II was yet to enter into force and under English conflict of laws cases, Neil
Lorimer, Partner and Head of the Personal Injury and Clinical Negligence .. the death of her partner in a road traffic
accident in August 2002.4 I Goldrein, M de Haas and J Frenkel, Personal Injury Major Claims It sharply contrasts with
the higher figures for various years reported by the The point was reinforced by R v Liverpool Health Authority et al ex
p Hopley [2002] Lloyds Rep 11 The changes were made by ss 100 and 101 of the Courts Act 2003 which
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